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Mutual interactions between cancer cells and the tumor microenvironment importantly

contribute to the development of tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) resistance in patients

affected by EGFR-mutant NSCLC. In particular, immune recognition-associated proteins

with impact on tumor cell clearance through phagocytosis, such as CD47 and calreticulin,

could contribute to adaptive resistance and immune escape. Preclinical studies targeting

the anti-phagocytic CD47 molecule showed promising results in different cancer types

including lung cancer, but no data are available on its role in patients acquiring resistance

to EGFR TKI treatment. We analyzed the functional contribution of CD47 and calreticulin

to immune surveillance and evasion in a panel of NSCLC cell lines carrying sensitizing

or resistant mutations in the EGFR gene, following treatment with the TKI gefitinib and

after in vitro development of gefitinib resistance. While CD47 and calreticulin protein

levels were markedly variable in both EGFR-mutant and wild-type cell lines, analysis of

NSCLC transcriptomic dataset revealed selective overexpression of CD47 in patients

carrying EGFR mutations. EGFR inhibition significantly reduced CD47 expression on

the surface of pre-apoptotic cells, favoring more efficient engulfment of cancer cells by

monocyte-derived dendritic cells. This was not necessarily associated with augmented

surface exposure of calreticulin or other molecular markers of immunogenic cell death.

Moreover, CD47 expression became up-regulated following in vitro drug resistance

development, and blocking of this protein by a specific monoclonal antibody increased

the clearance of EGFR-TKI resistant cells by phagocytes. Our study supports CD47

neutralization by specific monoclonal antibody as a promising immunotherapeutic option

for naïve and resistant EGFR-mutant NSCLCs.
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INTRODUCTION

Non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for 85% of all
diagnosed cases of lung cancers, with the diagnosis taking
place often when the disease is at locally advanced or
metastatic stage (1, 2). The discovery of oncogenic driver
mutations in almost two-thirds of NSCLCs and the introduction
of targeted therapies undeniably improved the outcome in
patients with oncogene-addicted adenocarcinoma. However,
clinical response to treatment is generally temporary and
incomplete (3). Recent studies on the molecular determinants
of resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) identified
two major mechanisms either affecting targeted oncogenes
(“on-target” resistance) or molecules residing downstream or
belonging to parallel and other pathways (“off-target” resistance)
(4). In addition, dynamic interactions between tumor cells
and the surrounding microenvironment critically contribute
to modifying the response to TKI therapy and influence
the development of resistant phenotypes (5–7). It has been
demonstrated that in epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-
driven lung tumors, anti-tumor immunity is inhibited by
activation of the Programmed death 1 (PD-1)/Programmed
death ligand 1 (PD-L1) pathway, leading to suppression of
effector T cell function and increased levels of pro-inflammatory
cytokines (8). As recently shown, PD-L1 expression in tumor
cells adversely affects EGFR-TKI efficacy, especially in NSCLC
patients with de novo resistance (9). Furthermore, the secretion
from stromal cells of paracrine factors such as interleukin-6
(IL-6), transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), and hepatocyte
growth factor (HGF) promotes MAP-kinase activation and
further supports EGFR TKI resistance development by eluding
EGFR pathway inhibition (10).

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) targeting the PD-
L1/PD-1 axis have been recently approved for the treatment of
EGFR- and Anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK)-positive NSCL
tumors after failure of appropriate targeted therapy (11, 12).
While the association of EGFR mutations with high PD-L1
expression suggests the potential efficacy for PD-L1 inhibitors
in this setting, treatment with ICIs showed limited efficacy in
different cohorts of patients previously treated with an EGFR
TKI (13–16) and the outcome did not show correlation with the
EGFR mutation subtype. The poor response to ICIs in EGFR-
mutated, TKI-resistant patients suggests that other immune-
escape mechanisms are at stake in this clinical phenotype.

No studies to date have examined the effects of EGFR TKIs
on immune recognition-associated molecules, such as CD47
and calreticulin (CRT), recently found to affect innate immune
surveillance. CD47, originally identified as integrin-associated
protein (IAP), is a cell-surface immunoglobulin-like molecule
that serves as a “don’t eat me” signal via its interaction with signal
regulatory protein alpha (SIRPα) on phagocytes (17, 18). Loss
of CD47 is permissive to homeostatic phagocytosis of aged or
damaged cells (19, 20). While CD47 is ubiquitously expressed at
low levels on normal cells, multiple hematologic and solid tumors
have been found to express higher levels of CD47 compared
to their non-transformed counterparts (21–24). Enhanced
expression of CD47 has also been reported in primary NSCLC

tumors and cell lines (25). Up-regulation of CD47 expression
in human cancers negatively regulates anti-tumor immunity
through suppression of phagocytosis, and it has been associated
with tumor growth and dissemination (18, 25–28). Conversely,
CRT is a highly conserved endoplasmic reticulum chaperone
protein, which, upon translocation from the endoplasmic
reticulum to the cell surface, provides an “eat-me” signal and
facilitates capture by macrophages and dendritic cell precursors
of cancer cells undergoing immunogenic cell death (ICD) or
other stress conditions (29, 30). Fucikova et al. demonstrated
that the expression of CRT in NSCLC correlates with increased
accumulation of antitumor immune cells and favorable prognosis
(31). Given the emerging critical roles of CD47 and CRT in
NSCLC adenocarcinomas, in the present study, we assessed
whether the EGFR TKI gefitinib modulates their expression
in different EGFR-mutated NSCLCs. Furthermore, we analyzed
in these cells the functional contribution of these proteins to
immune surveillance, while their potential role in surveillance
evasion was tested in subsets of NSCLC cell lines rendered TKI
resistant in vitro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Lines
Human NSCLC cell lines NCI-H1975, NCI-H1299, NCI-H1437,
and NCI-H1573 were purchased from ATCC (American Type
Culture Collection, Manassas, Virginia). PC9 and HCC827 cell
lines were obtained from Cell Biology and Biotherapy Unit,
Istituto Nazionale Tumori di Napoli, IRCCS “G. Pascale.” The
EGFR TKI-resistant cell lines, PC9GR and HCC827GR, were
generated by culturing the respective parental cell lines in the
presence of increasing concentrations of TKI Gefitinib (from
0.05 to 0.5µM and from 0.1 to 1µM, respectively) for 8
weeks, to reach a concentration 10 times higher than the
initial IC50. Cell lines were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium
(Gibco) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco),
1% L-glutamine (2mM, Lonza), 1% streptomycin-penicillin
(EuroClone) at 37◦C in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere.
Short tandem repeat (STR) loci for cell lines authentication
were evaluated for all cell lines, by using the GenePrint10-
System (Promega).

Antibodies and Reagents
Anti-CD47-APC, anti-CD47-FITC, anti-CD11c-APC-Vio770,
anti-CD11-PE, anti-CD14-FITC, anti-CD80-PE, anti CD83-PE,
anti-CD86-PE, anti-HLA-DR-FITC, anti-HLA-ABC-FITC, anti-
Hsp70-FITC, and 7-Amino-Actinomycin D (7-AAD) fluorescent
DNA dye were purchased from Miltenyi. All monoclonal
antibodies (mAbs) used in flow cytometry experiments were
used at 1:200 titer unless otherwise specified. Anti-calreticulin-
FITCmAb (EPR3924; 1:50) and anti-GAPDHwere from Abcam.
Anti-mouse/human/rat CD47 mAb or mouse IgG isotype
control were purchased from Bio X Cell. Anti-phospho-EGFR
(Y1608), anti-EGFR, and anti-phospho-Akt (S473) were from
Cell Signaling Technology. Secondary antibodies anti-rabbit IgG-
HRP or anti-mouse IgG+IgM+IgA-HRP were from Bethyl
Laboratories. Gefitinib was purchased from Selleckchem, and
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its IC50 was determined for each cell line using Cell-Counting
Kt-8 (Dojindo Laboratories) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Gefitinib IC50 for each cell line, reported in
Table 1, was used for all the experiments. Recombinant human
granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF)
was purchased from Miltenyi, and interferon (IFN)-α (IntronA)
from SP Europe.

Protein Extraction and Western Blot
For total protein extraction, cells were directly lysed in a buffer
containing 50mM Tris/HCl at pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 2mM
EDTA, 2mM EGTA, 25mM NaF, 25mM β-glycerolphosphate,
0.1mM Na3VO4, 0.1mM PMSF, 0.2% Triton X-100, 0.3%
Nonidet P40, and a cocktail of protease inhibitors (100 X,
EuroClone). After incubation on ice for 30min, the lysate was
centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 15min at 4◦C. A total of 15 µg
of protein per well was separated by 4–15% sodium dodecyl
sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and transferred to
nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were then blocked with
5% milk-TBST buffer (TBS plus 0.1% Tween-20) for 1 h at room
temperature and incubated with primary antibodies overnight
at 4◦C, washed with TBST buffer three times, and incubated
with corresponding secondary antibodies at room temperature
for 45min. Signals were detected by the “Pierce ECL Western
Blotting Substrate” method (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
analyzed by the ImageLab software, using the Chemidoc image
acquisition and analysis tool (BioRad).

Flow Cytometry Analysis
To measure the cell surface expression of CD47 and CRT, 2.5 ×

105 cells were seeded in 6-well plates and treated with gefitinib
at their specific IC50 (see Table 1) or corresponding proportions
of DMSO solvent for 48 h. Cells were stained with primary
antibodies for 20min at room temperature (RT). Seven-AAD
was added to exclude non-viable cells from the analyses. For
intracellular labeling with anti-CD47-FITC mAb, cells were fixed

with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and permeabilized with 100%
coldmethanol. Cells were acquired using a BD FACSVerseTM flow
cytometer (BD Biosciences) and the data were analyzed using the
BD FACSuiteTM software.

Differentiation of Dendritic Cells From
CD14+ Monocytes Isolated From
Peripheral Blood
Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were
isolated from whole blood donated by healthy volunteers using
Ficoll HyPaque (GE Healthcare). Monocytes were isolated
from PBMCs by positive selection onto MACS LS columns
using CD14 MicroBeads (Miltenyi) following the manufacturer’s
protocol. The resulting cell suspensions, containing at least 85%
monocytes, were seeded in 6-well plates at a concentration of
2.0 × 106 cells/ml and cultured for 3 days at 37◦C in a 5%
CO2 humidified atmosphere in CellGenixTM GMP DC medium
(CellGenix GmbH) supplemented with 1% streptomycin-
penicillin (EuroClone), and in the presence of 500 ng/ml GM-
CSF and 10,000 U/ml IFN-α (32). Differentiation of dendritic
cells was confirmed by immune phenotype analysis for the
established dendritic cell markers: CD80, CD83, CD86, CD11c,
and HLA-DR.

In vitro Phagocytosis Assay
Dendritic cells were plated in 24-well plates (105 cells/well).
After 48 h, lung tumor cells treated with gefitinib at their
specific IC50 (see Table 1) or DMSO carrier were labeled
with DiO cell-labeling solution (Vybrant Cell-Labeling Solution,
Molecular Probes) and added to dendritic cells at a 1:1
ratio. Where indicated, tumor cells were incubated with anti-
mouse/human/rat CD47 mAb (10µg/ml, Bio X Cell) or mouse
IgG isotype control (10µg/ml, Bio X Cell) prior to culture
with dendritic cells. Following 2.5 h co-culture at 37◦C, cells
were washed twice with PBS and then labeled with anti-CD11c

TABLE 1 | Histological and mutational characteristics of the six NSCLC cell lines included in the study.

Cell line Histology Tumor

source

Mutant gene EGFR mutation Mutation effect on EGFR function Gefitinib

sensitivity

PC9 NSCLC

adenocarcinoma

Primary EGFR E746-A750 deletion Activating, biomarker for TKI therapy IC50 = 0.05 µM

HCC827 NSCLC

adenocarcinoma

Primary EGFR E746-A750 deletion Activating, biomarker for TKI therapy IC50 = 0.1 µM

H1975 NSCLC

adenocarcinoma

Primary EGFR

TP53

PIK3CA

L858R

T790M

Activating, biomarker for TKI therapy

Secondary mutation associated with

TKI acquired resistance

IC50 = 15 µM

H1299 NSCLC

large-cell carcinoma

Metastasis,

lymph node

NRAS

TP53

WT IC50 > 15 µM

H1437 NSCLC

adenocarcinoma

Metastasis,

pleural

effusion

CDKN2A

TP53

WT IC50 > 15 µM

H1573 NSCLC

adenocarcinoma

Metastasis,

soft tissue

KRAS

TP53

PIK3CA

WT IC50 > 15 µM

The indicated gefitinib IC50 values were measured experimentally.
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mAbs (1:200, Miltenyi). Phagocytosis was determined by flow
cytometry detection of dendritic cells double positive for CD11c
and DiO cell-labeling solution.

Annexin V/PI Apoptosis Assay
Tumor cells were seeded into 6-well plates (2.5 × 105 cells
per well) and cultured (72 h) in the absence or presence of
gefitinib at their specific IC50 (see Table 1). Apoptosis was
assessed by cytofluorimetric analysis using FITC-Annexin V
Apoptosis Detection Kit (Dojindo Laboratories) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

Analysis of CD47 and CRT mRNA in
Transcriptomic Databases of NSCL
Adenocarcinomas
CD47 and CRT mRNA expression was determined in a publicly
available microarray database collecting frozen primary NSCLC
specimens with different oncogenic driver mutations (GEO
accession number GSE31210) (33, 34). Only the Jetset best probe
sets were considered (35), 226016_at for CD47 and 214315_x_at
for CRT.

Statistical Analysis
Protein expression levels of CD47 and CRT in the different cell
lines were compared using ANOVA test with Fisher’s post hoc
multiple comparison analysis, whereas mRNA expression levels
in different groups of patients were compared using the non-
parametric Kruskal-Wallis test. The effect of gefitinib on CD47
and CRT surface expression and on phagocytosis was determined
by two-tail paired Student’s t-test, based on a minimum of three
experiments/different donors. The effect of a CD47-neutralizing
antibody on phagocytosis was determined using ANOVA test
with Fisher’s post hoc multiple comparison analysis. Statistical
analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad
Software, Inc. La Jolla, CA, USA).

RESULTS

Treatment With Gefitinib Modulates CD47
and CRT Surface Expression in NSCLC Cell
Lines
The basal expression levels of CD47 and surface-exposed CRT
(ecto-CRT) were investigated in a panel of six NSCLC cell lines
harboring different mutations on EGFR as well as on other genes
connected or not to the EGFR pathway (Table 1). Flow cytometry
analysis showed that expression levels of surface CD47 and ecto-
CRT are markedly variable among the different cell lines and
independent of the type of EGFR mutations (Figures 1A,B).
Retrospective analysis of a published dataset of microarray
expression data from frozen primary lung adenocarcinoma
specimens allowed us to investigate CD47 and CRTmRNA levels
in patients (N = 226) with different oncogenic driver mutations
(GEO accession number GSE31210) (33, 34). As shown in
Figure 1C, patients with EGFRmutations expressed higher levels
of CD47 mRNA compared to patients with KRAS mutations,
ALK-fusion, or no mutations in these three driver oncogenes

(Figure 1C, p≤ 0.03 Kruskal-Wallis test). In contrast, in the same
dataset, CRTmRNA expression showed no significant differences
among the four groups of patients (Figure 1D).

Next, we assessed the ability of gefitinib tomodulate CD47 and
CRT surface expression in the cell lines tested. Cells were cultured
for 48 h with gefitinib concentrations corresponding to IC50

identified for each cell line (listed in Table 1) or an equivalent
DMSO amount. Immunoblotting analysis of phospho-EGFR
confirmed the inhibition of EGFR activating phosphorylation
by gefitinib (Figure S1). Flow cytometry analysis of viable cells
showed that gefitinib significantly down-regulated CD47 surface
expression in all cell lines, except for HCC827, one of the two
cell lines harboring the EGFR exon 19 deletion (del19 mutation)
(Figures 2A,C). Concomitantly, gefitinib treatment promoted
a significant increase of ecto-CRT expression in all cell lines
carrying wild-type EGFR and in H1975, whereas no significant
difference was induced in HCC827 and a slow, but consistent
ecto-CRT reduction was detected in PC9 cells (Figures 2B,D).

Gefitinib-Induced Modulation of CD47 and
CRT Is Independent on Immunogenic Cell
Death Promotion
Previous work has shown that the anti-EGFR mAb cetuximab
induces immunogenic cell death (ICD) in colon cancer cells
by triggering endoplasmic reticulum stress response and CRT
translocation, depending on the mutational status of the EGFR
signaling pathway (36). Therefore, we next investigated if the
effects of gefitinib on CD47 and ecto-CRT expression were
associated to the induction of ICD in NSCLC cells. The markers
of ICD evaluated together with the ecto-CRT expression were
the induction of apoptosis, the surface exposure of CRT heat-
shock protein 70 (HSP70), and the release of HSP70 and of
high mobility group box-1 (HMGB1) (37). Consistently with
the spatiotemporal sequence of ICD markers, surface exposure
of proteins was measured in pre-apoptotic cells after 48 h of
treatment, whereas the release of HSP70 and HMGB1 was
measured 72 h after treatment. As shown in Figures 3A,B,
treatment with gefitinib significantly increased the frequency
of cells undergoing apoptosis relative to DMSO-treated cells.
Moreover, gefitinib increased the surface expression of HSP70 by
≥50% in all cell lines except in cell lines carrying EGFR exon
19 deletion, PC9, and HCC827 (Figures 3C,D), in agreement
with findings on ecto-CRT expression in these two cell lines
(Figures 2B,D). In contrast, as shown in Figure 3E, gefitinib
increased HSP70 release over control-treated cells only in
the PC9 cell line. Lastly, gefitinib-induced apoptosis was not
associated with HMGB1 release, which was not detected in
supernatants (data not shown).

Taken together, these results, summarized in Figure 3F,
indicate that while gefitinib-promoted apoptosis is associated
with several ICD traits, these are not all detectable in each cell
line. Therefore, according to recently published findings (38),
the results indicate that EGFR inhibition by gefitinib does not
induce ICD in the NSCLC cell lines tested. Moreover, even
the concomitant activation of the type I interferon pathway, a
well-known important mediator of ICD (39), was insufficient
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FIGURE 1 | Surface CD47 and CRT expression in EGFR wild-type and mutant NSCLC cells. Surface CD47 (A) and ecto-CRT protein expression (B) shown as

geometric MFI in a panel of six different NSCLC cell lines. Each histogram represents the mean (± SD) of three to five independent experiments. Comparisons made

by ANOVA with Fisher’s post hoc multiple comparison analysis. ###p < 0.03, ##p < 0.01, #p < 0.0005. Below each histogram, a matrix table where all p values

resulting from post hoc analysis are reported. Expression levels of CD47 (C) and CRT mRNA (D) in 226 untreated primary NSCL adenocarcinomas (GEO accession

number GSE31210). Middle lines in box plots represent the medians and whiskers represent 5–95% CI (###p < 0.03, Kruskal-Wallis test).

to induce ICD in these experiments. In fact, the addition of
IFN-α in these cultures, while further increasing the frequencies
of apoptotic cells, did not augment the effects of gefitinib on
CD47 and ecto-CRT expression (Figures S2A–C) and was also
insufficient to induce HMGB1 release (data not shown).

Gefitinib-Induced CD47 Down-Regulation
Promotes Phagocytosis of Tumor Cells by
IFN-Conditioned Dendritic Cells
Since the balance between CD47 and ecto-CRT expression
determines the susceptibility of cancer cells to engulfment
by phagocytes, based on our results (Figures 2C,D), we
hypothesized that gefitinib treatment could promote
phagocytosis of NSCLC cells by CD47 down-regulation. To

test our hypothesis, we performed phagocytosis assay using
monocyte-derived dendritic cells from healthy donors and, as
target cells, we selected PC9, HCC827, and H1975 cell lines

cultured in the presence of gefitinib or DMSO for 48 h. These

cell lines were included because of their differential mutational

status (EGFR del19 mutation and gefitinib resistant T790M
mutation, respectively) and of their differential CD47/ecto-CRT

balance following treatment with gefitinib. Cell incubation time
was kept at 48 h, since at this time point CD47 down-regulation
and ecto-CRT increase were detectable without high levels of
apoptosis. Gefitinib-treated and untreated cells were then labeled
with the fluorescent tracer DiO (see Methods) and then co-
cultured for 2 h with monocyte-derived dendritic cells (29, 40).
As shown in Figures 4A,B, PC9 cells treated with gefitinib were
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FIGURE 2 | Modulation by gefitinib of surface CD47 and CRT expression in EGFR wild-type and mutant NSCLC cells. Flow cytometric profiles of surface CD47 (A)

and ecto-CRT expression (B) on DMSO-treated (CTRL, gray lines) and gefitinib-treated (GEF, red lines) NSCLC cells. Histograms show the mean (± SD) of fold

changes of CD47 (C) and ecto-CRT (D) geometric MFI, relative to DMSO-treated controls (N = 3–5, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 paired two-tailed Student’s t-test).

engulfed more efficiently than untreated controls, in line with
the significant down-regulation of CD47 induced by gefitinib
in these cells (Figures 2A,C). Conversely, gefitinib treatment
did not significantly affect HCC827 and H1975 cell uptake by
dendritic cells (Figures 4C–F). These findings indicate that the
marked ecto-CRT up-regulation observed in gefitinib-treated
H1975 cells (Figures 2B,D) is not sufficient to increase cell
susceptibility to phagocytosis in the absence of a substantial
decrease of CD47 (Figures 2A,C).

Indeed, the addition of a CD47-specific blocking mAb
to gefitinib-treated or untreated HCC827 and H1975 cells
significantly increased the percentage of DiO-positive
dendritic cells, while addition of an isotype control did
not affect tumor cell engulfment (Figures 5A,B). This
indicates that down-regulation of CD47 in gefitinib-treated
NSCLC cells is per se sufficient to enhance antitumor

immunity by improving cell recognition and engulfment by
immune phagocytes.

CD47 Expression Increases in NSCLC Cells
Acquiring Gefitinib Resistance in vitro
The development of TKI resistance is the main limiting
factor of this otherwise effective target therapy in patients
affected by EGFR-mutant lung cancer. Given the increasing
evidence of the involvement of tumor microenvironment in
remodeling cancer cell responsiveness to TKI therapy, we
investigated the expression of CD47 and ecto-CRT in PC9 and
HCC827 cell lines after the acquisition of gefitinib resistance
in vitro. Gefitinib-resistant PC9GR and HCC827GR cells were
generated upon exposure to gradually increasing concentrations
of the drug. Flow cytometry analyses showed a significant
increase of surface CD47 expression in both PC9GR and
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FIGURE 3 | Gefitinib-induced apoptosis in NSCLC cell lines is not immunogenic. (A) Representative counter plot of Annexin V/PI assay for gefitinib-treated (72 h)

NSCLC cell lines and (B) mean (± SD, N = 3–6). (C) Flow cytometric profiles of surface HSP70 expression on NSCLC cell lines treated for 48 h with DMSO (CTRL,

gray lines) or gefitinib (GEF, red lines). (D) Mean (± SD, N = 3–5) of fold changes (over DMSO-treated controls) of cell surface HSP70 geometric MFIs in

gefitinib-treated NSCLC cell lines. (E) Mean (± SD, N = 3–5) HSP70 concentrations in NSCLC supernatants after gefitinib or DMSO (CTRL) treatment (*p < 0.05, **p

< 0.01, paired two-tailed Student’s t-test). (F) The heatmap summarizes the response to gefitinib of established markers of ICD in the tested NSCLC cell lines, with

red and blue reporting increased and decreased values over DMSO-treated cells, respectively.

HCC827GR relative to the parental cell lines (Figure 6A).
Conversely, the development of gefitinib resistance was not
associated with higher expression of CRT on the plasma
membrane (Figure 6B). As expected, treatment of PC9GR and
HCC827GR cells with gefitinib for 48 h did not affect the
expression levels of CD47 (Figure 6C) and failed to promote
tumor cell phagocytosis by dendritic cells (Figure 6D). In
contrast, blockade of the CD47/SIRPα axis by the addition of a
CD47-specific mAb significantly increased PC9GR phagocytosis
by dendritic cells in the presence or absence of gefitinib
(Figure 6E).

DISCUSSION

Our study presents compelling evidence supporting the
modulation of CD47 as a novel and important determinant

of antitumor immunity in the response to EGFR TKI target
therapy. In particular, our findings of overexpressed CD47
in transcriptomic analysis of patients with EGFR-mutated
NSCLC, as well as in tumor cell lines acquiring EGFR TKI
resistance, identify CD47 as target to be further explored
for the immunotherapy treatment of naïve and resistant
EGFR-mutant NSCLCs.

The development of resistance occurs consistently in patients
affected by EGFR-mutant NSCLCs following first-line treatment
with gefitinib and other TKIs. Secondary mutations in the
EGFR gene, including T790M, account for more than 50% of
resistant cases, followed by the MET gene amplification and
the activation of other parallel pathways (41–43). In addition,
histological transformation to SCLC may occur in 3–10% of
cases (11). Recently, the European Medicines Agency extended
the approval of immunotherapy with ICIs to EGFR- and ALK-
positive tumors after failure of appropriate targeted therapy.
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FIGURE 4 | Gefitinib-induced CD47 down-regulation promotes tumor cell phagocytosis by dendritic cells. Representative flow cytometric analyses and mean ± SD

(N = 4 independent healthy donors) of phagocytic activity of monocyte-derived dendritic cells (see Methods) against PC9 (A,B), HCC827 (C,D), and H1975 cells

(E,F) treated with DMSO (CTRL) or gefitinib (GEF) as indicated. Cancer cells exposed to the drug for 48 h were labeled with DiO tracer and then co-cultured with

dendritic cells for 2 h at a 1:1 ratio. Phagocytosis assays were also run at 4◦C as controls. Histograms represent the percentages of positive cells for both CD11c and

DiO tracer relative to total dendritic cells (*p < 0.05, n.s., not significant, paired two-tailed Student’s t-test).

However, the response of these patients to ICI therapy remains
poor (13–15), indicating that blocking the PD1/PD-L1 axis is not
sufficient to obtain an adequate antitumor immune response.

Several studies documented that first-generation EGFR TKIs
improve the interaction between natural killer (NK) and
tumor cells favoring immune-mediated cytotoxicity, indicating
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FIGURE 5 | Blocking of CD47 on tumor cells induces phagocytosis by

dendritic cells. Dendritic cells were co-cultured with DiO tracer-labeled

HCC827 (A) and H1975 (B) cancer cells in the presence of IgG isotype control

or anti-CD47 mAb as indicated. Shown is the mean (± SD, N = 3

independent healthy donors) percentage increase of CD11c/DiO tracer double

positive cells, relative to dendritic cells co-cultured with DMSO-treated tumor

cells (#p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01, ANOVA with Fisher’s post hoc analysis).

that EGFR inhibitors can enhance innate tumor immune
surveillance (44–46). Despite that, the potential impact of
this therapy on immune recognition and elimination of
cancer cells by phagocytes remains underexplored. Disruption
of the CD47/SIRPα axis with specific mAbs may promote
cancer cell elimination by macrophages, and it is a potential
immunotherapeutic strategy recently described for different
cancers, including SCLC and NSCLC (24, 26, 47–49). Our
analysis of large transcriptomic dataset identified higher
expression levels of CD47 mRNA, but not of CRT mRNA,
in primary lung adenocarcinomas with EGFR mutations
as compared to those with different oncogenic mutations.
Functional relevance of CD47 overexpression is indicated by
our data; although gefitinib down-regulates CD47 and increases

ecto-CRT in almost all cell lines tested, it is the decrement of
CD47 that results in enhanced phagocytosis of cancer cells by
dendritic cells. These results suggest that gefitinib could enhance
antitumor immunity by improving lung cancer cell recognition
and engulfment by immune phagocytes chiefly through CD47
down-regulation, thereby inhibiting tumor cell viability not
only through TK-dependent mechanisms but also by enhancing
innate anticancer immune responses.

At variance with previous works using anti-EGFR mAbs

7A7 F(ab
′

)2 in mice (50) and cetuximab in humans (36),
in our experimental system, gefitinib does not induce ICD,
as it fails to induce established ICD markers (e.g. HMGB1
secretion) in the cells where it promotes widespread apoptosis.
Moreover, our results show that the activation of type I IFN
pathway is not sufficient to improve the immunogenic features
of gefitinib-induced apoptosis. On the other hand, the induction
of HSP70 surface exposure and its release by gefitinib-treated
tumor cells point to additional immune-modulatory effects of the
EGFR TKI.

Our findings that gefitinib-induced down-regulation of CD47
promotes cancer cell phagocytosis in responsive cells and
that establishment of gefitinib resistance reverts this response
indicate a novel immune mechanism for EGFR TKI therapy,
warranting further validation in preclinical and clinical studies.
The relevance of CD47 as target in this setting is also
underscored by the data obtained in PC9GR cells and in H1975
cells, which harbor a T790M mutation, showing that blocking
the CD47/SIRP1α axis promotes cancer cell elimination by
dendritic cells also in NSCLC cell lines in which gefitinib has
minimal or no effect on CD47 expression. On these bases,
evaluation of CD47 expression in patients with EGFR-mutant
NSCLCs becoming resistant to target therapy may justify the
subsequent adoption of CD47-targeting immunotherapeutic
options. In support of this strategy, the administration of
CD47-specific mAb inhibited in vivo the growth of xenografted
tumors developed from patient-derived lung cancer cells
or cancer stem cells by recruiting macrophages into the
tumor microenvironment (49). Moreover, the administration
of CD47-blocking antibodies or targeted inactivation of the
Cd47 gene in humanized mouse models markedly inhibited
SCLC tumor growth (24). These evidences could support
immunotherapy with CD47-blocking agents as a viable option
also in patients undergoing histopathological transformation
after EGFR-TKI therapy.

CONCLUSIONS

Several studies conducted over the last few years support
an important role of the tumor microenvironment in
mutant NSCL adenocarcinoma, especially in TKI resistance
development and its dynamic remodeling by target therapy.
Increasing awareness of an essential contribution by innate
immunity in tumor immune surveillance and in metastasis
control is advocated whereby new immunotherapeutic
options are becoming available for management of relapsed
EGFR mutant patients. In particular, promotion of tumor
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FIGURE 6 | Expression levels of surface CD47 increase in cancer cells acquiring resistance to gefitinib and inhibit tumor cell phagocytosis by dendritic cells. Surface

CD47 (A) and ecto-CRT expression (B) in gefitinib-sensitive PC9 and HCC827 (gray lines) and resistant PC9GR and HCC827GR (green lines) cell lines. Representative

flow cytometric histograms (left) and mean (± SD, N = 3–5) fold changes of treatment-resistant over sensitive cells (right). (C) Representative flow cytometric

histogram plots (left) and mean (± SD) fold changes (right) of surface CD47 levels in resistant cell lines treated with DMSO (CTRL) or gefitinib (GEF) as indicated.

(Continued)
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FIGURE 6 | Acquisition of resistance to gefitinib abolished drug-induced CD47 down-regulation in PC9GR (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, n.s., not significant, paired

two-tailed Student’s t-test). (D) Mean ± SD (N = 3 independent healthy donors) of phagocytic activity of monocyte-derived dendritic cells against PC9GR cells in the

absence or presence of gefitinib treatment, performed at 4◦C as control and at 37◦C. Histograms represent the percentages of positive cells for both CD11c and DiO

tracer relative to total dendritic cells (paired two-tailed Student’s t-test. n.s., not significant). (E) Dendritic cells were co-cultured with gefitinib-treated, DiO tracer-labeled

PC9GR cells in the presence of IgG isotype control or anti-CD47 mAb. Shown is the mean ± SD (N = 3 independent healthy donors) percent change of CD11c+/DiO+

tracer double positive dendritic cells, relative to dendritic cells co-cultured with DMSO-treated tumor cells (##p < 0.01, ANOVA with Fisher’s post hoc analysis).

cells elimination by phagocytosis could be successfully
achieved through the administration of anti-CD47 mAbs.
The effectiveness of CD47 blockade also following gefitinib
treatment, as shown in our experiments in vitro, supports the
development of therapeutic strategies in which anti-CD47
immunotherapy and target therapy may be combined to
minimize the development of resistant clones responsible for
tumor relapse.
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